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 Manually mount and unmount filesystems. 

 Configure filesystem mounting on bootup. 

 Configure user mountable removable filesystems. 
 

Concepts to know 
 
================= Manually Mounting and Unmounting filesystems ================= 
 
To mount a filesystems partitions. 

mount   -t filesystem_type   /dev/partition_name  mount_point 
Note: Information of all mounted partitions is stored in /etc/mtab 
 
Example:   mount  -t  ext3   /dev/sdb1   /var 

 
To mount a user mountable removable filesystem: 

mount   -t  removable_filesystem_type   device_file_name   mount_point 
Note:  By default removable filesysems (ex: DVDs, Flash Drives) are mounted to /media or /mnt 
 
Examples:   
The below example shows the user Bob mounting a CD containing music to his Music directory: 
mount  -t iso9660   /dev/cdrom  /home/Bob/Music 
 
The below example shows the user Bob mounting a Flash Drive containing mp3 files to his Music 
directory: 
mount  -t  vfat   /dev/sdc1   /home/Bob/Music 

 
To unmount either a filesystems partition or a user mounted removable filesystem: 

umount  device_file_name 
Note:  Notice there is no "n" in the unmount command: umount. 
 
Examples: 
The below example shows the unmounting of filesystem partition mounted above: 
umount  /dev/sdb1 
 
The below example shows the unmounting of the CD mounted above: 
umount  /dev/cdrom 
 
The below example shows the unmounting of the Flash Drive mounted above: 
umount  /dev/sdc1 
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===================== Using the /etc/fstab File =================== 

Two purposes: 
1. mount the listed partitions at system boot time 
2. complete mount options when user issued mount command without enough arguments 

 
/etc/fstab layout  
partition mount point fs type  mount options   dump# fsck# 
/dev/sda1 /  ext3  defaults    1 1 
 
partition = partition name 
 
mount point = where filesystem partition is mounted at boot 
 
fs type = filesystem type (e.g. XFS, ext4) 
 
mount options = additional options (see man mount for all the options) used at mount time. 
Important mount options to know, include:  
noauto (not automatically mounted at boot) and  
ro (read only) 
 
dump # =    
1 = backup this filesystem 
0 = no backup of this filesystem 
 
fsck# =  
0 = do not fsck check this filesystem 
1= check me before any #2 
2=check me after any #1  
Note that the root partition (/) should have a value of 1.  
Everyone else a value of 2, and reiserfs partitions 0 
 
Note:  To mount all the partitions listed in the /etc/fstab file, use the command:    mount  - a 
 
 
 


